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Live is Life
Abbruch is known for their entertaining shows. Whether a change of instruments, 
costumes or free candies - everything can happen. Be prepared to be surprised...
The combo is primarily touring through Germany, but also takes slight detours into other 
countries every now and then. Basically, the band would perform anywhere.
Preferably on the moon - but that is sadly not yet possible.

The Story so far...
Two months after founding of the band in the suburban area from Berlin in May 2004, the 
first six songs were recorded and the first gig organized. In the beginning playing classical 
as Trio, they now tour with changing Guest Musicians the length and breadth of the 
country and bring their colourful thoughts to the people. Because of the mixture of socio-
critical and life-affirming Songs, they are well received at big shows and and 
festivals and at every second small town fairs.

Does that still Count as Punkrock?
The extraordinary thing about the music are the sudden and unpredictable changes of pace 
and key. Furthermore, the band is not fixed on a certain genre. Because of the use of 
trumpets, trombones, violins, Keyboards and every now and then a flute, the music is very 
varied. After the concert or listening to the records, the catching melodies are stuck in the 
head. From Ska to Classical Music, from Metal to Softrock, from Waltz to Punkrock.
The songs are about all the things that matter: Emotions and politics, personal experiences The songs are about all the things that matter: Emotions and politics, personal experiences 
and drugs. Therby, the critic is articulated directly or ironically and with a lot of humor. In the 
end, it isn't enough to put all the facts on the table, but you need a smile on your face!


